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Abstract

In the article the author once again deals with the title/address for Hui Muslim imāms, Āhōng (阿訇), – a topic about which he already gave some information in a miscella published in Knüppel (2020). To this some further details on historical attempts of etymology are given in the text presented here.

When the author occasionally commented on the etymology of the Chinese title of imāms in the “Middle Kingdom”, Āhōng (阿訇) (Knüppel 2020) in this journal, he initially neglected to point out that the word was used within Hui-Muslim communities (especially in Western China, or more precisely, within the communities in the provinces of Ningxià, Qīnghǎi and Gānsū) and is sometimes used as a kind of honorary title for religiously educated non-theologians (Stewart 2018: 74–101). This additional remark would of course not justify an addendum to the miscellany in question. Therefore, on the occasion of an etymological-historical contribution by the author, there appeared a suggestion on the part of a colleague who was interested in “one or the other episode” from the history of the etymology of the lexical item (beyond, for example, considerations such as the ones about -ḵūnd as a correspondence to kāvand, which in turn was interpreted as the short form of kodāvand1). The author would like to respond to this in the form of a reflection on the subject by Ámin(ius) Vámbéry (1832–1913) (whose life and work is another main research focus of the author).

1 Algar (1985: 731) – according to Radloff (1893, col. 135), who provides some evidence for ախուն (Tar., Kas., Ad.), with the meaning ‘[…] der Obermulla, Achun […]’, ախունդ (Dsch.) and also for ախուն (Bar., Tob.) ‘Ober-Mulla’ (Radloff 1893, col. 109), but only traced the term back to Persian.
In one of the early contributions of the exceptional Hungarian-Jewish scholar and co-founder of Turkology, he gave the following explanation of the term in a commentary on a Chinese-Tatar (= Uyghur) text he had edited:


Achond, a title equivalent to the word Lord in Chinese Tatary, is given only to the priestly class and scholars in Persia. According to its origins it seems to me half Turkish, half Persian, drawn from aga chonde, well-read gentleman.’ (Vámbéry 1865: 301)

In the accompanying note also:

Die ursprüngliche Bedeutung von Achond wie von Aga (finn. Uko, der Alte, Aka, die Alte) scheint die des pers. شیخ zu seyn; s. Neumann […] , Mordtmann […]. Im ältern Osmanischen kommt noch Achy als Ehrentitel von Gelehrten vor, […]

‘The original meaning of Achond as of Aga (Finn Uko, the old man, Aka, the old woman) seems to be that of Pers. شیخ of Arab. to be. cf. Neumann […] , Mordtmann […]. In the older Ottoman language, Achy still appears as an honorary title for scholars.’ (Vámbéry 1865, note 1)

If we now consider the explanations provided by Neumann (those of Mordtmann 1862: 53–54, which deal with اغا ‘older brother’, can be neglected at this point), there are some interesting remarks, naturally owed to the state of research of that time:

[…] und zwar durch einige bekehrte Chinesen, wie Krang Afa und Tsai Ako, oder Bruder Tsai, der erste Chinese, welchen Morrison (1814) zu taufen das Glück hatte. ‘[…] by some converted Chinese, such as Krang Afa and Tsai Ako, or Brother Tsai, the first Chinese, whom Morrison (1814) was lucky enough to baptize.’ (Neumann 1847: 218)

and especially in the accompanying note:

Ako ist ein Wort, welches aus dem Mandschu in’s Chinesische übergegangen ist; Ahun heißt ein älterer Bruder in der Sprache der regierenden Familie. Es ist auffallend, dass dies, soviel mir bekannt, in den Wörterbüchern der Missionare nicht bemerkt wurde.

’Ako is a word that has passed from Manchu to Chinese; Ahun is an older brother’s name in the language of the ruling family. It is striking that this, as far as I know, was not noticed in the dictionaries of the missionaries.’ (Neumann 1847, note 2)

Mançu ahun here means ahin ‘elder brother’ and ‘older ([…] a male)’ (Norman 2013, col. 7a) – a connection to the name of the “first” Chinese Protestant convert Tsai Ako (1788–1818) or the idea that his name has something to do with the mançu-term, to which Vámbéry was indirectly referring, but not really based his explanation on (i.e. only on the meaning of the word), is really doubtful. Behind the “Tsai Ako”,
which at first glance appears somewhat cryptic, we find the first Chinese who supposedly converted to Protestantism and was baptized by the Scottish missionary and lexicographer Robert Morrison (1782–1834). His name may have been Cài Gāo (蔡高), which (apart from the family name) is not entirely clear and is notated in the literature as differently as it has been interpreted. The main problem is that the name in records and descriptions of Western missionaries is always given in Latin transcriptions: Tsae A-fo (Morrison 1839: 343, 439) and Tsae Ko – but also in the variants that were finally taken up by Neumann: Tsai A-Ko (~ Chai Agao) (Melton 2005, col. 387 b), Tsae A-Ko (Morrison 1839: 408 f), Tsae Ako (Morrison 1839: 531; Hallihan 2008, col. 21 b; on the different spellings of the name (and the evidence for these), cf. Seitz 2013: 166). Not entirely uninteresting for the subject is perhaps the fact, also mentioned by Morrison, that Cài Gāo had an older brother named A-yun (Ayun) (Morrison 1839: 357, 531). Additional confusion may have arisen here – after all, Neumann does not provide any information on the works from which he drew his information on manžu ahun and Chinese ako (he must have used one or the other report or description of Morrison). In fact, however, a connection with Manžu ahun ~ ahūn or with the Muslim title Āhōng can hardly be made here – apart from the fact that Cài Gāo was neither a Manžu nor a Muslim, but a Cantonese.

It can be determined without any doubt that the examples given here for endeavours from the history of the etymology of the word Āhōng are only an excerpt from a significantly wider field.

Obviously, today whenever such a look is directed at the etymologization efforts of our predecessors, one must be aware of the fact that they were hesitant and sometimes not always cautious of different approaches to several languages. Languages, the research of which was often still in its infancy, and this happened at a time, when some orientalist disciplines were not yet fully developed and were sometimes still in their “formative phases”.
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